Nanoscale Structure-Property Relationships of Polyacrylonitrile/CNT Composites as a Function of Polymer Crystallinity and CNT Diameter.
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)/carbon nanotube (CNT) composites are used as precursors for ultrastrong and lightweight carbon fibers. However, insights into the structure at the nanoscale and the relationships to mechanical and thermal properties have remained difficult to obtain. In this study, molecular dynamics simulation with accurate potentials and available experimental data were used to describe the influence of different degrees of PAN preorientation and CNT diameter on the atomic-scale structure and properties of the composites. The inclusion of CNTs in the polymer matrix is favored for an intermediate degree of PAN orientation and small CNT diameter whereas high PAN crystallinity and larger CNT diameter disfavor CNT inclusion. The glass transition at the CNT/PAN interface involves the release of rotational degrees of freedom of the polymer backbone and increased mobility of the protruding nitrile side groups in contact with the carbon nanotubes. The glass-transition temperature of the composite increases in correlation with the amount of CNT/polymer interfacial area per unit volume, i.e., in the presence of CNTs, for higher CNT volume fraction, and inversely with CNT diameter. The increase in glass-transition temperature upon CNT addition is larger for PAN of lower crystallinity than for PAN of higher crystallinity. Interfacial shear strengths of the composites are higher for CNTs of smaller diameter and for PAN with preorientation, in correlation with more favorable CNT inclusion energies. The lowest interfacial shear strength was observed in amorphous PAN for the same CNT diameter. PAN with ∼75% crystallinity exhibited hexagonal patterns of nitrile groups near and far from the CNT interface which could influence carbonization into regular graphitic structures. The results illustrate the feasibility of near-quantitative insights into macroscale properties of polymer/CNT composites from simulations of nanometer-scale composite domains. Guidance is most effective when key assumptions in experiment and simulation are closely aligned, such as exfoliation versus bundling of CNTs, size, type, potential defects of CNTs, and precise measures for polymer crystallinity.